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THE SELECTION POLICY

The Selection Policy is described in detail in the following sections:

1. The Selection Process

2.Qualification Periods

3. Support Conditions

4. Selection Criteria

5.Retention and Exit

6. Injury Conditions

7. The Deciding Panel

8.Appeals Procedure

9.Monitoring Procedures

10.Athlete Performance Support

1. SELECTION PROCESS
1.1 This document describes how athletes are selected onto the Emerging and High Per-

formance Athlete Support Programme (EHPASP) byMeath Athletics Deciding Panel, and the

Selection Policy establishes the criteria that will be used to consider athletes for selection.

1.2 High Performance Support: the Deciding Panel will meet in December of each year to con-

sider and review any new and existing athletes for individual support using the relevant selec-

tion criteria within the Selection Policy.  Athletes can only be added to the programme or



moved between levels at the annual selectionmeeting. Athletes can only exit (be de-selected)

at the annual selectionmeeting or if their eligibility for the programme changes.

1.3 Emerging Support: the Deciding Panel will meet in December of each year to consider and

review any new and existing athletes for individual support using the relevant selection criteria

within the Selection Policy.  Athletes can only be added to the programme or moved between

levels at the annual selectionmeeting. Athletes can only exit (be de-selected) at the annual

selectionmeeting or if their eligibility for the programme changes.

1.4 Application Process: Applications, from athletes (high performance/emerging) will be

accepted throughout the year, in a format to be decided by the Deciding Panel, up until the end

of November.

2. QUALIFICATION PERIODS
2.1 The Emerging and High Performance Athlete Support Programmewill be administered on

an annual basis starting from January 1 and ending December 31 of each calendar year.

2.2 To be considered for 2016 support, Performance Standards used for selectionmust be

achieved during the Qualification Periods of:

- Cross Country: 1 November 2013 to 30 November 2015

- Marathon, 20-50km RaceWalk, 10,000m: 1 July 2014 to 30 November 2015

- All other track and field events: 1 November 2014 to 30 November 2015



3. SUPPORT CONDITIONS

3.1 General
- Performance Standards used in consideration for support must be achieved during com-

petitions organised or authorised by the IAAF, its Area Associations or its National Member

Federations. Thus, results achieved at university or school competitionsmust be certified by

the National Federation of the country in which the competition was organised.

- Results must be legal and will be verified through iaaf.org, tilastopaja.org, All-Athletics.com or

Athletics Ireland performance list. 

- Special circumstances or conditions that may be of consideration outside of the EHPASP sup-

port conditions will be subject to the approval and the sole authority/discretion of theMeath Ath-

letics Deciding Panel.

- Athletesmust adhere to all anti-doping conditions (e.g. whereabouts, athlete filing, agree-

ments) set by the ISC antidoping unit, IAAF, and Athletics Ireland.

3.2 Age Restrictions
- Only athletes age 16 (by birth date on or before 31 December) will be considered for support.

- Athletes age 24 and over will not be considered as an ‘Emerging Athlete’ andmust enter the

EHPASP at the high performance support level.

3.3 Eligibility
To be eligible for the EHPASP an athletemust meet with the following requirements:



- Must possess Irish passport and satisfactorily demonstrate that they will be eligible to com-

pete in anOlympic Games, IAAF / European Championship event for Ireland.

- Must be a registeredmember of Athletics Ireland.

- Must be a registeredmember of aMeath affiliated athletic club for aminimum of two (2) years

prior to date of application, andmust continue to be so throughout the period of support.

- Must not be under suspension or other sanction by IAAF and/or Athletics Ireland for any dop-

ing or doping-related offence.

- Must sign any applicable paperwork or Athlete Agreement as required byMeath Athletics.

- Must participate in anymedical clearance and screening procedure as directed byMeath Ath-

letics

- Must comply with all codes of conduct/social agreements, as well as, conduct themselves in a

way that does not bring the sport, their team, county, or the association into disrepute.

- The athletemust commit to participate in any performance reviews as required by the

EHPASPCoordinator (or designate).

- Acceptance to the EHPASP is encouraged but optional.  If an athlete chooses to decline the

selection for any reason (including failure to sign the “Athlete Agreement”) there will be no form

of financial or support services provided.



4. SELECTION CRITERIA

General Selection Criteria
4.1 The Deciding Panel (seeSection 7) will consider all of the selection criteria, as well as any
other factors and evidence based data that may be deemed relevant, when assessing an ath-

lete to be selected for the EHPASP. The Deciding Panel, at their sole discretion, may choose to

do the following:

- Select any athlete for the appropriate support that meets with the selection criteria as stip-

ulated within this Selection Policy, or

- Give any current supported athlete another year on the EHPASP at any level if they believe

that the athlete still has realistic potential, or

- Promote any new or current supported athlete to a different level of the EHPASP if the panel

believes that in doing so the athlete is better equipped to satisfy the purpose of the EHPASP

and has realistic potential, or

- The Deciding Panel may also set conditions and targets for each athlete on the EHPASP,

some of whichmay have to bemet and reviewed periodically for support to continue, or

- In exceptional circumstances (eg. injury or personal), the Deciding Panel may add an athlete

who does not satisfy the selected criteria of the EHPASP for Discretionary Support, if the panel

believes that support alone will enable the athlete to achieve the goals of the EHPASP in the

future.

4.2 In addition to this document and the selection criteria the Deciding Panel may use the fol-

lowing resources as deemed necessary tomake a support selection decision:



- Information regarding previous targets set for the athlete

- The athlete’s performance plans

- The athlete’s medical history

- Any other relevant information requested by the Deciding Panel.

4.3 Individual Selection Criteria
To be considered for selection for the EHPASP, and in addition to the general and specific cri-

teria; in the first instance the Deciding Panel will consider any new and existing athletes for

selection who achieve the criteria during the Qualification Period. In the second instance, new

and existing athletes that do not medal or achieve a placing at a championshipmay be con-

sidered for the EHPASP if they achieve a (age/year) Performance Standard twice (2) during

the Qualification Period.

*No one criterion achieved in isolation will guarantee support selection.

4.4 Specific Selection Criteria
In considering the Performance Standards the Deciding Panel will also take account of the fol-

lowing criteria:

4.4.1 Achieved at a Championship: to be considered for selection an athletemust perform at a

championship. Further consideration for selection will be given to athletes who aremultiple

medal winners and/or havemultiple championship placing finishes within the Qualification

Period. The Selection Panel will also consider the athlete’s major competition history (including

age-groups where appropriate).



4.4.2 Performance Level: to be considered for selection an athletemust achieve an age/year

related *Performance Standard in their event twice (2) during the Qualification Period. For the

avoidance of doubt, if multiple performances are achieved in the same discipline in a single

day, weekend or championship competition, the best single legal performance will be counted

once (1).  The Deciding Panel will also further consider, as well as any other factors that may

be deemed relevant, the performance level of an athlete by:

- Athlete’s position relevant to the Performance Standards taking the average of top two (2) sea-

son’s best results

- Athletes performance profile (the rate of progression overall and over the last two years)

- Athlete’s Personal Best over the last two years

- Athlete’s Performance Limits (the total amount and number of times an athlete has achieved

a result)

- World and European ranking list, if applicable

*The Performance Standards for support will be updated in January of each calendar year (or

when necessary).

4.4.3 Performance Potential: to be considered for selection an athletemust demonstrate that

they have a realistic potential, taking into consideration the athlete's age and stage of devel-

opment; performance progression toward a qualifying standard; and the athlete’s injury and

training history

4.4.4 Individual yearly progression: athletes are expected to show progression in their indi-

vidual event every year that they are in the programme. *Athletes who fail to progress for two

consecutive years, regardless of injuries of other circumstances, will exit from the programme.

*However, at the discretion of the Deciding Panel, Meath Athletics may choose to retain an



athlete who does not progress if it has good reason to believe that the athletemay still meet the

aims of the programme due to their personal circumstances, the nature of their event, or sim-

ilar reasons.

4.5 Exceptional Selection Criteria
An athlete that has not achieved the individual criteria for the EHPASPmay be considered for

Exceptional Support.

To be considered for selection for Exceptional Support, an athletemust achieve such a per-

formance standard as renders them to be a potential candidate for selection/or selected to rep-

resent Athletics Ireland at an identified 2016 team championship. The Deciding Panel will

consider any factors that may be deemed relevant, when assessing an athlete’s limiting factors

of performance, performance level and potential for the championship.

Additional guidelines:

- Athletesmay be considered for Exceptional Support selection if they are selected for a

National Team selected event and or a Relay/Endurance Special Team project.

- After such selection an athlete will receive Exceptional Support until the next quarterly review.

- Support for Exceptional Support will be limited by the resources available toMeath Athletics.

5. RETENTION AND EXIT

5.1 General Information
- Previous successes alone cannot be used to justify an athlete’s continued support.



5.2 The Deciding Panel will review individual and exceptional supported athletes on a quarterly

basis and during the annual review. At the annual review athletes currently supported in the

EHPASPwill be retained if they:

- Satisfy the individual or exceptional selection criteria and overall selection criteria in (Section
4), or

- Satisfy the selection criteria but were injured (see injury conditions Section 6) or otherwise

affected by an exceptional circumstance that had a performance limited factor during the qual-

ification period.

5.3 At the annual review athletes currently supported will exit the EHPASP if they:

- Do not satisfy the individual or exceptional selection criteria and overall selection criteria in

(Section 4), or

- Were injured (see injury conditionsSection 6) or otherwise affected by a performance lim-
iting factor during the qualification period and do not meet the individual or exceptional selec-

tion criteria and overall selection criteria in (Section 4).

6. INJURY CONDITIONS
6.1 The injury exception conditions apply when an athlete has a documented performance lim-

iting injury confirmed by a registeredmedical practitioner. A performance limiting injury is con-

sidered as, partial or no training for at least 3months (intermittent or continuous) during the

qualification periods.

6.2 The athlete who suffered a confirmed performance limiting injury will be retained on the

EHPASP until the next annual review, although for the injury exception conditions to apply, a

supported athletemust be fully compliant with their rehabilitation programme as directed by



their medical team and show clear potential andmedical prognosis to return to the previous

levels of performance.

6.3 If a supported athlete is not able to return to competition during the qualification period and

the injury is deemed sufficiently severe to warrant a full year of rehabilitation and where an ath-

lete is retained on the EHPASP (under Section 5), after the annual review (1 January) the ath-

lete may be retained at their existing level of support or retained without any financial support

and supported through other benefits of the EHPASP.

6.4 Any athlete who has had a full year of rehabilitation after quarterly/annual reviewwill be

expected to return back to full compliance with the rules governing retention (seeSection 5) to
the EHPASP.

7. DECIDING PANEL
7.1 The Deciding Panel under this Selection Policy are considered the experts for selection

decisions and will comprise of:

- Meath Athletics Chairperson

- Meath Athletics Treasurer

- Meath Athletics National League Team Manager (Male)

- Meath Athletics National League Team Manager (Female)

- Meath Athletics Coaching Coordinator



- The Panel will comprise of 5members. Where a vacancy occurs, for whatever reason, the

County Board will appoint amember to the vacant place. Themembers of the Deciding Panel

will select a Chairperson from amongst their members.

- Meath Athletics Development Officer will act as Secretary to the Panel

- The Deciding Panel may seek input and information, as deemed necessary but not limited to,

Team Manager(s), National Event Coordinator(s), Medical representative(s), or coaches.

7.2 Using the Selection Criteria set out within this Selection Policy the Deciding Panel will:

- Consider status and selection of existing EHPASP athletes

- Confirm the EHPASP selections

- Consider the status and selection of athletes not currently in the EHPASP

7.3 As each athlete is considered, the Deciding Panel will declare any conflict of interest and

the Secretary to the Panel will decide if that panel member should contribute to the discussion.

8. APPEALS PROCEDURE
8.1 The purpose of the Appeals Procedure is to enable dispute resolution around EHPASP sup-

port decisions to be dealt with fairly and expeditiously, within Meath Athletics, without recourse

to external legal procedures.

8.2 Appeals Panel

TheMeath Athletics Appeals Panel will consist of three (3) members.

8.2.1 TheMeath Appeals Panel shall, in the first instance, be composed of the County Vice-

Chairperson, the County Secretary and the County Competition Secretary. In the case of a con-

flict of interest on any particular matter an alternate shall replace the conflictedmember for the



determination of that issue. The alternates shall be either Martin J. Heery or Des Flanagan, as

appropriate. The Chair of theMeath Athletics Appeal Panel shall be the County Vice-Chair-

person, unless conflicted.

8.3 Grounds for Appeal

The Appeal Procedures and the right to an appeals process are primarily intended to apply to

athletes who have applied for support or are who currently supported within the EHPASP at the

date of the selection decision.

8.3.1 The Appeal Procedures shall only apply to EHPASP selection decisions and not to any

grievances or grounds in relation toMeath Athletics in general or an appeal against the pub-

lished content of the EHPASPSelection Policy.

8.3.2 The Appeals Procedure is provided on limited grounds and can not be used to dispute the

opinion of the Deciding Panel where they have followed the proper procedure.  In reaching their

decision the Deciding Panel are acting as experts and will exercise judgement and sole dis-

cretion.

8.3.3 TheGrounds for Appeal upon which an EHPASP selection decisionmay be appealed are

limited to the following:

- There has been an alleged failure by Deciding Panel to follow or apply the relevant Selection

Procedure and/or criteria (e.g. there has been a procedural defect), or

- The Deciding Panel and the decision for support for the EHPASP has been reached on the

basis of an error of fact.

8.4 How to Appeal



8.4.1 This Appeals Procedure is commenced when an athlete affected by a selection decision

makes a formal written appeal by email (the 'Notice of Appeal') to the Chair of Meath Athletics

Appeals Panel and the County Chairperson.  This must be done within seven (7) days of the

support selections being announced or communicated (sent by email) to the athlete, whichever

is first.  If the athlete fails to submit the Notice within the time limit set out in this Appeals Pro-

cedure s/he will automatically lose their right of Appeal under this Procedure, unless in the opin-

ion of the Chairman (acting reasonably) that there was an exceptional circumstance or other

good reasons for the submission to bemade outside of the time limit.

8.4.2 The Notice of Appeal (see Notice of Appeals form) will set out the grounds of the appeal

which will include full details of the basis of the appeal including the precisemanner in which

the athlete alleges that the selection decisions have not been applied or followed (as per sec-

tion 8.3.3 of the Grounds for Appeal).  The Notice of Appeal should be as full as possible (includ-

ing any supporting documentation) as it will form the basis of the remainder of this procedure.

8.5 Screening of Appeal

8.5.1Within 48 hours of receiving the Notice and grounds of an appeal, the Chair of the

Appeals Panel will determine whether there are appropriate grounds for the appeal to proceed

as set out in section 8.3.

8.5.2 The Chair of the Appeals Panel will determine, in the first instance, if the appeal is denied

on the basis of insufficient grounds, and the athlete will be notified of this decision by email, giv-

ing reasons.  In the second instance, if the Chair decides there are sufficient grounds for an

appeal an Appeal Hearing will be called.

8.6 Appeal Hearing Procedure



In such case the Chair of the Appeals Panel considers the Notice of Appeal was based on an

alleged procedural defect or error of fact, the Appeals Panel will proceed by way of an Appeal

Hearing. The Chair of the Appeals Panel will decide if the Appeal Hearing will be done solely by

Documentation or anOral Appeal Hearing (including documentation).

8.6.1Where the Chair of the Appeals Panel has determined that the appeal will be held by way

of documentary submission, the Appeals Panel will govern the appeal by such procedures as it

deems appropriate provided that:

- All parties are given a reasonable opportunity to provide written submissions to the Appeals

Panel to reviewwritten submissions of the other parties, and to provide written rebuttal and

argument.

8.6.2Where the Chair of the Appeals Panel has determined that the appeal will be held by way

of oral hearing, the Appeals Panel will govern the hearing by such procedures as it deems

appropriate at which the athlete and amember of the Deciding Panel may present written evid-

ence andmaymake oral submissions, provided that:

- The athlete is able to attend the hearing and present the case but will not be replaced by any

other person whomay act as the athlete's representative (athletes 18 and under may be

accompanied by a coach or parent), and

- An athlete is not restricted to seek advice, be it legal or otherwise.  For example, theymay

wish to avail of legal advice in preparing written and oral submissions and this option to avail of

such advice should not be restricted.

- Meath Athletics will not be responsible for any such cost incurred.

8.6.3 As soon as reasonably feasible, and in any event within 10 working days from the date of

receipt of the Notice of Appeal, the Chair of the Appeals Panel shall give such directions (to



both the athlete and the Deciding Panel) as are appropriate for consideration of the Appeal

Hearing, namely the date and place at which the Appeals Panel will hear the appeal and the

timetable for the exchange of written and oral evidence.

8.6.4 Appeal Hearing

Themanner in which the Appeals Panel will meet is the decision of the Chair of the Appeals

Panel.

8.6.5 The Appeal Hearing Panel will be comprised of three (3) individuals (one being the Chair

of the Appeals Panel) who will have no significant relationship with the affected parties, will

have had no involvement with the decision being appealed, and will be free from any other

actual or perceived bias or conflict.

8.6.6 If the Chair of the Appeals Panel is unable to attend a hearing, or declares a conflict of

interest with a particular appeal, the Chair of the Appeals Panel will appoint a designatemem-

ber of the Appeals Panel to Chair themeeting or portion thereof.

8.7 Appeal Decision

The decision of the Appeals Panel shall be final and binding andmay not be appealed again.

8.7.1 The Appeals Panel may decide as follows:

- That the Deciding Panel's EHPASP carding decision be set aside as it was based on a pro-

cedural flaw or an error of fact and thematter of the athlete's inclusion within the EHPASP

remitted for fresh consideration to the Deciding Panel to re-consider thematter; or

- That the Deciding Panels EHPASP carding decision be upheld and the athlete’s appeal be

rejected.



8.7.2 The Appeals Panel may alsomake recommendations for the future revision and/or

smoother execution of the EHPASP support selection and Appeals Process, which should be

considered byMeath Athletics and the Deciding Panel.

9. MONITORING PROCEDURES
Monitoring of athletes progress and performance will be undertaken on a quarterly basis and

reviewed annually for all supported athletes (Section 5).  Possible outcomes for all supported
athletes from thesemeetingsmay include the following:

- The reviewwill find the athlete to be performing satisfactorily and the quarterly payment will

bemade, or

- The reviewwill find the athletemay not be performing satisfactorily but that the quarterly pay-

ment should bemade.  The Deciding Panel will notify the athlete of this position and warning

about the possibility of non-payment of future quarterly payments, or

- The reviewwill find the athlete not to be performing satisfactorily or that there is insufficient

information for the Deciding Panel to complete the evaluation.  Payments to the athletemay be

suspended pending further evaluation andmay be withheld for such a period as the Deciding

Panel considers appropriate.

- The annual athlete review for retention and exit for the EHPASP can be found inSection 5.

10. ATHLETE PERFORMANCE SUPPORT
The allocation of support to individual athletes is assessed on a case by case basis having

regard to the overall budget available, the criteria achieved, and overall athlete performance

assessment.  There is no guarantee that themaximum level of support will be allocated to



athletes in any category. Meath Athletics County Board will set annually the overall andmax-

imum individual funding support allocations. For 2016 theOverall Allocation will not exceed

€10,000 in value. Themaximum level of support available under the 2016 Scheme to any

single athlete will not exceed €5,000.00 in value.

Financial support allocations for the Emerging and High Performance categories in the

schemewill be paid directly to each athlete, on a quarterly basis, byMeath Athletics.  These

will bemade following the quarterly review of the athlete’s performance by the Deciding Panel. 

Possible outcomes that may arise from these quarterly reviewmeetings are detailed under the

“Application Process andMonitoring” section of this document.

As a part of the Application Process a full competition and training programme for the athlete

must be included, to include detailed and realistic performance targets for each event.

Quarterly/annual reviews will conducted on the basis of this programme. Progression will be

assessed with regard to these performance targets.

Procedure for Amendments
Meath Athletics reserves the right to amend this Selection Policy at its sole discretion and will

make the amended version available via its website. An athlete’s continuingmembership of

the EHPASP shall be deemed as continued acceptance of this Selection Policy being

amended when appropriate.

Notifications
The athlete support list will be published byMeath Athletics on its website:
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